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III. TOWARDS A MORE REALISTIC DECISION SUPPORT VIA "HUMAN-CONSISTENT" 

COMMONSENSE- KNOWLEDGE-BASED DECISION MODELS 

by Janusz Kacprzyk 

III.1 INTRODUCTION 

As a consequnce of an unprecedented growth in the use of 

computers which has touched in recent years virtually all human 

activities: business, technology, commerce, science, etc., th e 

a nalysis of man - computer systems is becoming one of the more 

important issues and the key factor to successful progress . 

Among the man-computer systems, a particular role is played 

by those which are meant to support the human being in performing 

functions involving some inherently human capabilities as, e . g . , 

reasoning or decision making. We will concentrate here on the 

latter, i.e. decision making. 

Although experience accumulated by mankind throughout the 

centuries does make it possible to effectively and effici ently 

cope with a multitude of decision situations, current decisions 

are made in difficult, complex, competitive and ill-structured 

settings. These settings are full of uncertainty, subjectivity, 

imprecision, etc. in data, relations or value systems. 

This, as well as unsually high potential gains or losses 

due to a prope r or impr.oper decision, suggests that human deci

sion making processes should be assisted by some (computerized) 

decision support systems. Recent developments in computing tech

nology do justify this idea. 

At present, and presumably in the foreseeable future, it

seems that the most efficient use of decision support systems 

will certainly be to assist and help the decision maker arrive 

at a proper decision but by no means to fully replace him or her. 

The syatem should therefore carry out some of the tasks it is 

bctter suitc d for, such as routine processing of relatively we ll 

defined and structured data, and then provide the user with same 

"good" solution guide lines. The finał choice involving a deli c a

te analysis of preferences, tradeoffs, etc. should then be left 
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to the user whose human skills are far superior in this respect. 

To efficiently arrive at a proper and well timcd decision 

within the above basie framework of decision support, some synergy 

between man and machine should exist. This includes trying to 

use the best capabilities and features of both parties involved, 

and attempting to make one party-s conduct consistent with that 

of the other. The former aspect has already been mentioned. The 

latter, which is more important in our context, is somehow unidi

rectional. Namely, it is true that humans usually change their 

conduct while operating in a computerized environment. Unfortu

nately, the change of human nature is· diff icul t to obtain. The 

other direction, to make the machine more "human-consistent", i.e., 

"to fit the task to the man" as mentioned before, seems more pro

mising and will also be adopted here. Parenthetically, let us 

notice that the rationale behind the 5th Generation computing 

technology parallels this reasoning. 

The human consistency of decision support systems has two 

aspects. The first is related to communication (interface) bet

ween the user and system and involves, among others, input of 

data and commands and output of results in a user-friendly way, 

preferably in a natural language which is the only fully natural 

means of human communication. The second aspect is related to 

algorithms, procedures, etc. employed by the system to obtain a 

solution. They are normally built upon some technical mathemati

cal concept as, e.g., optimum, pure rationality, clear-cut con

straints, etc. which need not necessarily reflect their human 

perception. This inconsistency may often inhibit human acceptancc 

of the results provided by the system and hence make their useful-· 

ness doubtful. 

The above two types of human consistency of decision support 

systems are of utmost practical importance, and both s hould be ta

ken into account. The first, which might be called the input/out-. 

put consistency, is more often dealt with. The second, which might 

be termed the algorithmic/procedural consistency, unfortunately, 

is not often considered in the field of decision support systems 

(~ related need of "soft" models and approaches in systems analy

sis seems to be more strongly emphasized - see, e.g., Rapaport, 

1970 or Checkland, 1972). 
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In this paper we deal with the algorithmic/procedural con

sistency. Our bas ie philosophy is that, from a pragmatic point of 

view, the "quality criterion" of a decision support system is its 

usefulne ss, i.e. ability to provide the user with implementable 

solution guidelines . And only those guidelines which do not depart 

too much from the user's experience, perception or commonsense 

may fulfill their purpose. The algorithms and procedures to be em

ployed should th e refore somehow parallel the way ~he human user 

perceives their essence and intention. 

Among attempts to attain that, an important one is to use 

modele which might be called "knowledge-based" as opposed to the 

conventional "data-based" ones. Human reasoning is certainly much 

more "knowledge-based", in the sense that it uses many non-numeric 

data and production-rule-like, dependences, than data-based, i . e. 

based on numeric data, mathematical equations, etc. Let us also 

no tice that e xpcrt systems, which will hopefully be the most po

werful means for dealing with diverse real world problems, are 

knowledge-based too. 

One of the most important types of knowledge is comrnonsense 

knowledge. It is extensively used by humans making it possible to 

find a solution cven in situations with almost no information. 

Clearly, such conm1ensense solutions may not be ideał but they are 

rarely really bad, and never absurd. Comrnonsense is a formidable 

human feature which is unfortunately not possessed by the compu

ter - with all of the negative implications as, e.g., a danger of 

absurd results in case of incomplete or unreliable data. Intro

duction of commonsense knowledge into decision support systems 

would therefore greatly improve their human consistency, and hence 

facilitate their practical use. Unfortunately, a formal represen

cation and manipulation of comrnonsense is conceptually difficult 

and far from being solved. 

For practical purposes, Zadeh's (1984) app~oach to comrnonsen

se knowledge is presumably the most promising. It views comrnonsense 

knowledge as a collection of dispositions, i.e. propositions invol

ving implicit linguistic quantifiers. For instance, a disposition 

"winter days are cold" is in fact meant as, say, "most winter days 

are cold", where "most" is a linguistic quantifier. Manipulation 

c~ dispositions is done by some fuzzy-logic-based calculus. 
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The approach is simple a nd e l egant. 

\'le wi ll show in this p.:ipcr how the usc of Z.:id c h- s approach 

to commonsense knowlcdgc leads to a nc~ cla s s of more human-con s i s 

tent multicritcria and multi stage (control ) dec i sion making mod e ls . 

These mode l s arc chos c n because virtually al l dccis i ons made i n 

rea lity involvc multiple aspects and somc dyna mics. Basically, in 

the multicriteria case t h e . models a ll ow one to find a n optim.:i l so

lu t ion which bcst satisfies , say , most (almost all, muc h morc than 

50%, etc .) of the impor t ant criteria . Not i ce that in convcnt i onal 

models we seck an optimal solution to best s a tisfy a ll of th e cri -

teria. I n the multistage (control) case , t h e modcl s allow one to 

find an optimal sequence of contro l s to b es t satisfy the goals a nd 

constraints at, say , most (all~\ost all, etc .) of th e earlier con 

tro l s t ages . Let us a lso notice that a s imilar app r oach l eads to 

a n ew class of group dcc ision making and con sensus formation mo

de l s (see, e.g., Kacprzyk, 1984a , 198 5a, 1 985b , 1985d ) which wil l 

n o t be presented here. 

First, we sketch th e idea of Zadeh-s approac h to c ommom s cnse 

knowledge. Then, we c on secu tively apply i t to derive n e w multicri

teria and multistage (contro l) decision ma k ing modcls . Mathcma tic s 

will b e kept to a minimum and technicaliti e s will be avoided to 

assure readability. Finally, we give some c onc l uding remarks and 

bibliog raphy. 

For convenience to the r ead e r l et us b riefly r cv i ew some of 

th e basie fuzzy- sets-rel a t ed elements and no tation which will be 

employed. 

A fuzzy set A in X, written A GX, say A="large"~ IC,1. •. , 

10} to be meant as a fuzz y se t A labe lled "large (number )", is 

r ep r esente d by - . and often equated with - its membcrsh ip function 

fA : X ➔ [ 0,1 ] which s tates to what degree x bclongs to A: from O 

to full belongingncss, through all intermediate values. For a 

finit e X ={x 1 , ... ,xnl, we write A= fA(x 1)/x 1+ ••• +fA(xn)/xn whc 

r e "+" is set-theoretic and "fA(xi) /xi " means the pa ir (x 1 , fA (x 1 )). 

Very important for our purposes · i s a generał fram c work f o r 

decision making under fuzzin ess according to Bellman and Zad c h 

( 1970). I ts basie e l ements are: a fuzzy goal G r.;, X, a f u zzy con 

straint C !{;;. X, and a fu zzy decision D ~ X. To s h ow the essence 

of this approach, l et us u se Fig.1. 
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----- -
~ C = "small" 

~ ~G=''large'' 

f------- ~ -------- D=C and G="small 

~ 

x* X 

and large" 

Fig.1. Basic elements of Bellman and Zadeh-s approach to 

decision making under fuzziness. 

Le t us assume our fuzzy constraint is C="small (number )" and 

our goal is G ="large (number )" whose membership functions, fc(x) 

and fG(x), are as given. 

\'le wish to 

"satisfy C and attain G" 

which corresponds to the fuzzy decision D ~ X whose membership 

function is 

for each x,;, X 

where "/\" is "minimum", i.e. al\b= min (a,b), and represents 

the conncctivc "and". 

The fuzzy dec ision gives the "goodness " of each x as a 

solution of the considered problem. Thus, x* is the best (optimal) 

solution because f 0 (x) takes on its maximum value for x*; we 

will write x* = arg max f 0 (x), which means that x* is an x which 
XcX m.:iximiz e s f 0 (x). 

1~is generał ·fram ework may easily be extended to cover the 

c.:iscs of multiple fuzzy constraints and goals; and of fuzzy goals 

and constraints defined in different spaces which are relevant 

for our purposes. 

For more information on fuzzy sets, see, e.0., Kacprzyk (1983b). 

III. 2 !31\SIC ELEMENTS OF Z/\DEII·s 7\PPROACH TO TIIE REPRESENTATION 

/\ND MANIPULATION OF COMMENSENSE KNO\'ILEDGE 

In Zadch·s (19 84 ) approach, commonsense knowledge is viewcd 

.:is a c o llcction of dispositions, i.e. propositions with implicit 

fuz zy linguistic quantific rs . For instancc, a di s position "win-

t e r d.:iys arc cold" docs implicitly involve some fuzzy quantificr, 
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say "most", "almost a ll", etc., i.e. s ho uld in fact be rcad as 

"mo st winter day s are cold". Since the tradilional logical s ys

t c ms provid e no mcans for handling propositions with fuzzy quan 

tifi.ers, Zadch (1 983, 19 84) d e vclops the following fuz zy-logic-

-bas c d calculus of lingui s tically quantificd propositi o n s . 

A linguistically quantified proposition, e xcmplified by 

"most experts are convinced", may be generically written as 

(1) 

where Q is a linguistic guantifier (most ), Y " {::} is a set of 

objects (experts), and F is a property (convinced). 

We can also add importance, assumed to be a fuzzy se t B c; Y, 

to (1) obtaining 

( 2) 

i.e. "most of the importa nt expc rts are convince d". 

The main pro blem now is to determine truth (QY"s are F), or 

truth (QBY- s are F) , knowing truth (y i is F ) for cach y i E Y. In 

the classic approach prop oscd by Zadch (1 983, 19 84) , a linguistic 

guantifier Q is assumed to be a fuzzy set in [0,1], C~ [0,1 ], 

characterized by i ts membership function f Q ( r) , r E [O, 1 ] • 

Notice that this is the case for a proportional quantifier, say 

"most", while for an absolute guantifier, say "about 5", Q, R, 

i.e. is a fuzzy set in the real line. Th ~oughout this paper we 

will use the proportional guantifiers wh ic h seem to be bette r 

s uited for our purposes. Analogous pro~e rties also hold for 

the absolute guan tific rs. 

Property F is defined as a fuzzy s et in Y,F ~ Y, whose 

memb e rship function fF (yi ) gives to wh a t degree YiE Y posscsscs 

propcrty F. If Y=fy., ... ,y l, then it is assumed that truth (y1.. 1. p 
is F) = fF (yi ) , i=1, ... ,p. 

The calcu l ation of truth (QY"s are F) is based on the non

fuzzy cardinalitics ( the so-called E Counts, sec Zadch , 1983) of 

the respective 

1. Calculatc 

2. Calculate 

fuzzy sets and procedes as fellows: 
p 

r = E Count (F) /E Count (Y) p _r fF(yi) 
1. =1 

( 3 ) 

( 4) 
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Importance may be introduced inte the above as fellows. 

13 = "impo rtant" is d ef in cd as a fuzzy set in Y,B ~ Y, such that 

f 13 (y 1 ) E [0,1] is a degree of importance of yi: the higher its 

va lu c , th e mare important yi. 

l~ c fir s t rcwritc "QBY·s are F" (e . g., "most of the impor

liint • c>: pert s ar-e convinced ") as " Q (B and F ) y·s are B" (e.g., 

"raos t of th e (important and convinced) ex p e rts are important") 

which leads to the following counterparts of (3) a nd (4): 

1. Calculatc 

r = ( 5) 

2. Calculate 

(6) 

Example 1 . Le t us have 3 experts, X,V and Z, i.e. Y= "experts" = 

I x,v,zl. Let F="convinced" = 0 . 1/X + 0.6/V + 0 . 8/Z, that is X is 

convinc ed (a s to an issue in question ) . to degree 0.1, i.e. prac

tically not at all, V - to degree 0.6, i .e. moderately , and Z -

to dcgree 0.8, i.e. quite st rongly. Let B="important"=0.2/X + 0 . 5/ 

V + 0. 6 /Z, that is the importance of X is 0.2, that of V is 0.5 

,ind tha t of Z is O. 6; no tice tha t n one of the experts is considered 

v e ry important (e.g., competent) 

f"most" (x) 

Thcn, on the one hand, r=0.5 and 

Le t Q="most" b e given as 

0.8 

< X 

0 .3 

< 0 .8 

truth ("most cxpert s are convinced") 2·0.5-0.6=0.4 

On the other hand, r=0.9 and 

( 7) 

truth ("most of the important experts are convinced") = 1 

For our particular purposes the above basie means for the 

r c presentation a nd manipulation of commonsense knowledge in 
' Zadeh·s setting are sufficient, although in the s equel we intro-

duce same other, mare spccific notions. Evidently, it is easy to 

imagine th a t the basie prob l e m associatcd with the use of that 

knowlcdgc in most applications i s inference bascd on di s positions. 
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Sorne d eta il s rnay be found in Zadeh (198 4 ) but the i ss u e is far 

frorn a rea l solution. 

Let u s r c rnark that in the procedure outlined above, we can 

also u se fuzzy cardinalit ie s of th e r espective fuzzy sets, the 

so-callccl FCoun ts, in s tead of the non fu zzy ones ( l: Coun t s ) . Thi s 

does not change the essence of the approach but rnay cornplicatc 

the calculations to a considerable extent. Sorne d eta ils rnay be 

found in Kacprzyk (1985c) a nd Zadeh (1983). 

Le t u s also note t hat the presentcd rnethod rnay b e vicwcd as 

yielding a consensory-like aggregation of the pieces of evidence 

" yi i s F", i=1, . .. ,p. For deta il s o n this impo rt a nt issuc , rcfL'r 

to Kacprzyk (19 83a ), Kacprzyk and Yager (19 84a , 1 984b ) or Yagcr 

( 198 3) . 

The presente d approach to dealing with linguistically quanti

fied propositions is not t he only one. An alternative procedure, 

yielding a competit ive -like aggregation, ha s b ecn proposcd by Yagcr 

(198 3 ) a n d u sed in Kacprz yk (1 983a ), Kacprzyk a nd Yager (19 84a , 

1984b), Yag er (1 98 3), etc. We will not discuss it here. 

Finally, let us notice that Zadeh·s approach to comrnons e nse 

knowledg e i s not the cnly one. Arnong some other approaches, which 

may be useful f or our purposes as they are constructive and r c la

tively s imp l e conceptually a nd cornputationally, hcnce operational, 

some default-logic -based a pproaches (Reite r, 1 98 0; Reiter and 

Criscuolo, 1983) s hould b e rn ention ed. For some d eta ils, s ec also 

Ferreny and Prad e (19 8 4). 

We will now present the application of Zadeh·s approach to 

d e rive some new, rnore human-consisten t multk r iteria and multi

stage (control) d ec ision mak ing models. 

III.3 COMMONSENSE-KNOWLEDGE-BASED MULTICRITERIA DECI SION MAKING 

MODELS 

Virtually all decision to be made in non-trivial r ea l situa

tions must t ake into account th e ex i stenc e of multiple, oftcn con 

flicting, o bjectives or c riteria. Thi s has triggere d much researc h 

on rnulticriteria d cc ision ma king. 

For our purposes multicriteria d e cision making und e r fuzzin ess 

may be meant as follows. A= (a} = (a 1 , ... ,aJ is a set of possible 

options (alternatives, d ec isions .. . ) and 0={0 1 , .. . ,Op} is a set 
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of fuzzy objcctives (fu zzy constraints and/or fuzzy goals). The 

clcgrce to which option a EA satisfies objective Oi EO is given 

by 

truth (Oi is satisfied (by a)) f 0 _ (a ), i=1, ... ,p. 
l. 

(8) 

Traditionally, it is postulated (e.g., Bellman and Zadeh, 

1970; Kacprzyk, 1983b) that aE A satisfy "0 1 and ... and Op" i.e. 

a ll the fuzzy objectives, and hence the degree of that satisfaction 

is ~iven by the fuzzy decision 

f 0 (a "all" ) = truth (0 1 and ... and Op are satisfied ) = 

= truth ("all" o1s are satisf i ed ) = truth (0 1 i s sat i sf i ed )A 

••. I\ truth (O is satisfied) = f 0 . (a)/\ .•. A f 0 (a) (9) 
p l. p 

The problem is to find a n optimal d ec ision a*e A, such that 

a* arg max f ( a I "all") 
aEA D 

( 1 O) 

The requirement to satisfy "all" the fuzzy objectives may be 

vlcwed too rigid and restrictive for practical purposes. An idea 

for rcplacing "all" by some milder requirement spacified by a lin

guistic quantifier Q, say "most ", appeared in Yager (1983), Kacprzyk 

and Yager (198 4a, 1984b), etc. Basically, it consists of seeking 

an opt irn~l decision that best satisfies Q (e.g., "most") fuzzy ob

j ectives. We will n ow discuss this type of problem. 

Following Section 2, we introduce first the fuzzy set S 

"satisficd" ~ O , such that f 5 (0i) = truth (0 1 is satisfied (by a)) 

= f 0 (a ), i =1, ... ,p, is to what degree objective O. is satisficd 
i ]. 

(by option il), and a fuzz.y set !3="important",; O, such that f 8 (01 )e 

[ 0,1] is the dcgree of importance of objecttvc Oi: from O 

clenoting "unimportant at all" to 1 denoting "definite1y importan t", 

trough all intermcdiate valuen. Q~ (0,1) is a fuzzy linguistic 

quantificr. 

The fuzzy dccision is now written as 

"important ") = truth (QB O~ s 
l. 

s,:itisficd (by a)) = truth (Q "important" o1s are 

are 

satisficd) (11) 
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and givcs the dcgrec to which Q of the important (D) fuzzy 

objcctivcs arc saU.sficd (by a). 

Employing (6), WC obtain 
p 
); ( fB (O. ) /\ f O . (a) ) / 

1=1 l l 
( 12) 

and the problem is to f ind an optimal option a* IS. l\, such tiu t 

a*= arg max f 0 (a / Q,13) (13) 
aE A 

i.e. an optimal option which best satisfies Q of the important (B) 

fu zzy objectivcs. 

Notice that if wc do not wish to account for importa nce, we 

set f 8 (0 1 )=1 for each 01 E O, i.e . we a s sumc that a ll Ois arc 

cqually important, and (1 2) and (13) become, respectively: 

and 

f 0 (a IQ) = f 0 ( i5 i!/oi (a)) (14) 

a* arg max f 0 (a I Q) 
a EA 

It is easily seen that it is difficult to say something 

( 1 5) 

about the solution of (15) for an arbitrary linguistic quantifier 

Q, i.e. for an arbitrary function f 0 (r). Fortunately enough, tl: orc 

are some particulary relevant quantifiers in our context, the so

called nondecreasing quantifiers whose essence may be subsumed as 

"the more objectives that are satisfied the better". For such quan

tifiers, the solution of (15) is relatively easy; for dctails, 

see, e.g., Yager, 1983 or Kacprzyk and Yager, 1984a, 1984b). 

Example 2. Let us have 3 options, i.e. A= (a 1 ,a 2 ,a 3J and 3 

fuzzy objectives o 1 , o2 and o3 . Let o 1=1/a 1 +0.7/a 2 + 0.2/a 3 which 

may be read as: option a 1 is definitely the best one, option a 2 
may be chosen although it is not a definitely preferrcd chcice 

(only to degree 0.7), and option a 3 is a relat i ve ly bad (to dcgrcc 

0.2) chcice although still possible. Let o2 =0.2/a 1 +1/a 2 +0.5/a 3 . 

and o3=0.2/a 1 +0.3/a 2+1/a 3 to be meant analogously. Moreover, lct 

Q="most" be given by (7), and B="important"=0.3/0 1 +0.8/0 2 +0.1/0 3 
which expres s es importances of the particular objectives as in 

Example 1. 
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Our problem is to find "an optimal option which best satis

fi cs most of the important obj ećtives". For the particular options 

we obtain the following values of the fuzzy decision 

f O (a 1 I "most" "importan t") o 

"importan t") 

th a t is the optima l option sought is a 2 . 

III.4 COMMONSENSE-KNOWLEDGE-BAS ED MULTISTAGE DECISION MAKING 

(CONTROL) MODELS 

Most dccis .ion situations involve same dynamics, i.e. decisions 

that are currently made inf luence not only outcomes at the following 

time (stag e ) but also those in the more di s tant future. To account 

for that, multistage decis i on (c ontrol ) models are developed. 

For our purposes, multistage decision making (control ) under 

fuzziness may be formalized as fellows. At each time (control sta

ge ) t the control u t EU = { c 1 , ... ,cm} is subject to a fuzzy con

s traint fet (ut) , and on the state attained xt+ 1 E X= { s 1 , ... ,sn} 

a fuzzy goal fGt+1 (xt +1 ) is imposed, while the state transitions 

c1r c governed by xt+ 1 =.9(xt,ut ) ; xt, xt+ 1 E. X, ut EU, t=0,1, ... ,N; 

N is some termination time. 

It is commonly postu l ated (e.g., Bellman and Zadeh, 1970 ; or 

Kacprzyk, 1982, 198 3b ) that at each t, th e control ut satisfy the 

fuzzy con s traint et and the fuzzy goa l Gt+ 1 (in fact the fuzzy 

g o;:il is s atisfied not by ut but by the resulting new state x _ 1 ), 

to b e written as Pt+l :"Ct and Gt+ l are satisfied (by ut)". T~;s 

s;:itisfaction is evidently egual to 

truth Pt+l = truth (Ct and Gt+ 1 arc satisfied") 

( 17) 

Traditionally, we reguire a s e guence of controls to satisfy 

the fuzzy constraint s and fuzzy goals at all the subseguent con 

t, ·ol stngcs , hcnce the fuzzy decision expressing the degrce of 

lh,,t s,,ti.sf.c1ction is 
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f (u l x 11 ---ll") D O' ... ,uN-1 O' " truth (r, c1ncl ... .:1ncl I\~ l" ,'11.") c 

whcre 

N-1 
/\ truth Pt+l 
t:=O 

N-1 
I\ 
t=O 

a = t 

N-1 

tJ;O (\t (ut) /I f Gt+1 (xt+1 )) 

The problem is to find an optimal seguence of controls 

u* 0 , ••• ,u*N-l, such that 

arg max 

For details and some extensions of the above basie formulation, 

see Kacprzyk (19 82, 1983b). 

( 18) 

As in the case of multicriteria decision making, "all" may 

be viewed too restrictive, and its replacement by a milder lingu

istic guantifier Q, say "most", has been proposed by Kacprzyk 

(1983a). Therefore an optimal segu1cmce of controls is sought, 

u;, ... ,u~_ 1 , which best satisfies the fuzzy constrain t s and goals 

at Q control stages, i.e. 

N-1 
arg max I\ I o> 

uo' · · · ,uN-1 t=O 

N-1 
where /\ IQ) at means that in a 0 /\ 

t =O 

"most" a:s are included. 
l 

( 2 .'l) 

••• I\ aN-l only Q, say 

For simplicity, we will assume that importance is not accoun-

ted for, i.e. the i mportance of each control stage is the same. 

Let us notice that the introduction of importance, i.e. derivation 

of a model which allows one to seek an optimal segucnce of c ontrols 

best satisfying the fu z zy goals and constraints at, say most of the 

earlier control stages, may be viewed as the introduction of dis

counting which has a long tradition in conventional approaches. 

This important issue i s ho~e ver b eyond the scopc of this pilpcr. 
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Fo r the solution of (20) we use the two steps of Zadeh-s 

p roc cdure, and cons ccutively obtain : 

N-1 

N E (f t (xt) A f t+1 (xt+1)) 
t =O C G 

fD luo,: .. ,uN-1 I xo ,Q) =fQ (r (uo' ... ,uN-11 xo)) 

N-1 

Th c r e for e we s eek an optimal sequence of controls, such that 

* * u 0 , ... ,uN_ 1= arg max f 0 (u 0 , .. . ,uN_ 1ix 0 ,Q) 

uo,· • •1UN-1 

( 21) 

( 22) 

( 23) 

tha t is, the one which best satisfies the fuzzy constraints and 

fu zz y goa l s at Q, say "most", control Btages. 

simil a rly as in the case of multicriteria d ecision making, 

it is also diffic ult to say something about the solution of (23) 

f o r an arbi t rary Q. Fortunat e ly enough, for the so-called non

d cc r eas ing q uantifiers whose e ss e nce is now "the more c ontro l 

stages at which t h e fuzzy constraints and goa ls are satisfi e d 

the better", th e solution of (23) may be obtained by dynamie 

p r ogramming. For detail;, s e e Kacprzyk (198Ja ) 

Example 3. Le t us have 3 control stag e s, i.e. N=3. Let 

the fu z zy constraints and goals at the particular control stages 

b e 

Co= 0.5/c 1 +· 1 /c 2 Gł= 0.1/ s 1 + 0.6/s 2 + 1/s 3 

C 1 = 1/c 1 + 0.7/c 2 G2= 0.6/s 1 + 1/s 2 + 0.5/s 3 

C2 = 1/c 1 + 0.6/c 2 G3= 1 / s 1 + 0.8/s 2 + 0.3/53 

to be und e rstood a s in Exampl e 2. 

Lc t the state transitions be gov e rned by a state transition 

cquati o n r e pres e nte d by the tabl e 
xt 

s, 52 53 

c, S3 53 53 

X t • 1 ut 
c2 52 52 52 
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i.e. if, for example, the current state is xt=s 2 and the current 

control is ut=c,, the next state becomes xt+ 1 =s 3 . 

Using dynamie !)rograming we salve the problem "backwards", 

i.e. first for the last control stage t=N-1, then for t=N-2, .•• , 

and finally for t=O, determining the so-called policy functions 

at(xt) which give for each state xt an optimal control at a par

ticular control stage t. 

Thus, for t=N-1=2, we obtain the policy functions 

i.e. if at t=2 we are in state s 1 then the optimal control is 

c 2 , for a 2 (s 1 )=c 2 , etc. Next, for t=1 ańd t=O, respectively 

III. 5 SOME REMARKS ON COMMON SENSE KNOWLEDGE IN GROUP DECISION 

MAKING AND CONSENSUS FORMATION MODELS 

Zadeh-s approach to commonsense knowledge employed here has 

also proved to be an efficient means for making same other typcs 

of decision making models, more human-consistent. 

More specifically, it is easy to notice that a fuzzy linguis

tic quantifier, say, "most" or "almost all", is a natural repre

sentation of a(fuzzy) majority as perceived by humans. This is a 

point of departure in Kacprzyk (1984a, 1985a) where some new so

lution concepts fo~ group decision are proposed as, e.g., some 

fuzzy cores, consen~us winners, etc., using the approach cmploycd 

here. Moreover, in Kacprzyk (1985b) the approach is used to de

fine the notion of a "soft" consensus and its dcgree to model 

and monitor real, not ideał, consensus reaching processes. 

III. 6 CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In this paper we show the introduction of some elements of 

commonscnse knowledge, using one of its rcprcscntations which secms 

to be particularly promising due to its simplicity, elcgance and 
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cons tructiv e nes s, into some multicriteria and multi s tage (control) 

decision ma king mod e ls. 

The very purpose of th e above is to make the models, which 

are to be used in d ecision support systems, more human-consi s tent. 

This should grea tly facilit a te interaction betwee n t he user and the 

system because the huma n user will presuma bly be more willing to 

adopt solutio n guideline s provide d by the system if the system-s 

"reasoning" and conduct parallels to some extent those of his or her. 

The impleme nta bility of the system-s s olutions, hence the system-s 

usefulness, s hould the refore be enhanc e d. 

This pape r is an attempt towards developing a research direc 

tion, to b e e ventually called the algorithmic/procedural "human

consistency" of d ecision support syste;ns, which we fe e l is extreme

ly important and should be further pursued. 
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